WOMEN IN COMPUTER SCIENCE HIGH SCHOOL DAY AGENDA
April 21, 2017
Introducing High School Girls to Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Electrical & Systems Engineering

8:30am
Breakfast and Registration
Levine Hall Lobby

8:30-10:00am
Welcome
Dr. Rita Powell
What do Computer Scientists and Engineers do? Meet our faculty.
Meet the Women in Computer Science students.
Dream Jobs in Computer Science and Engineering Slide Show
Logistics for the day’s schedule
Desirae Cesar

10:10-10:40am
Admissions at Penn

10:45am
Break/Snacks
Levine Hall Lobby

11:00-11:50am
VIP Tours of Engineering Labs (Please join the tour group on your name tag)

12-1pm
Attend a Class (please attend the class indicated on your name badge)

1-1:45pm
Lunch - Levine Lobby and mezzanine

1:45-2:30pm
Panel Discussion with Penn Women in Engineering – Wu and Chen Auditorium, Levine

Desirae Cesar (CIS) and Rita Powell (CIS), WICS High School Day for Girls Co-Chairs